Introduction
On land and sea, the transport revolution of the nineteenth century-railways, steamships, and telegraphy-transformed agriculture and sea fishing in Great Britain.
By sea, the expansion of the railway system had by the 1850s connected major fishing ports with London and other inland cities, bringing about the rise and spread of a new commodity-fresh fish. While the quantity of fish caught, shipped, and consumed increased dramatically, the transport revolution accelerated the flow of American wheat and meat into Britain, depressing prices and aggravating an agrarian depression (1876) (1877) (1878) (1879) (1880) (1881) (1882) (1883) (1884) (1885) (1886) (1887) (1888) (1889) (1890) (1891) (1892) (1893) . Consequently, as journalist Richard Jefferies of Wiltshire put it, English farmers suffered "losses year after year."
2 Amid agricultural distress, however, the extension of high-speed rail transit into the countryside beginning in the 1860s led to a partial recovery through the rise of the fresh milk trade. In both cases high speed rail transport had multiple and shifting effects.
Pursuing these histories yields a better understanding of the relationship of rail transportation with changes in land use, in agrarian practice, in sea fishing, and in food production generally. In so doing, this article presents a mixed methods investigation, blending historical GIS, computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDA), and narrative to create a spatial history of change over time and geographic space. The common concern of this approach is the identification, description, and explanation of patterns contained in geo-referenced data and in textual documents. The identification of shifting geographic patterns, such as the evolution of the railway network from the 1830 to the eve of World War I in this research, shows the growth, extent, and intensity of interconnections in multiple dimensions, as suggested in the following list:
• the links between London, major industrial centers in the northwest, Atlantic commerce flowing through Liverpool, mining regions in the northeast and southern Wales,
• communications via commerce, newspapers, and mail by rail, first among urban areas and provincial towns, and then including rural districts as the network expanded into heretofore remote areas,
• the circulation of food stuffs from producing to consuming areas.
Studying the varied growth in extent and intensity of these interconnections, and the speed of geographic movement, permits us to gauge the degree of market integration, the shifting prosperity of different regions, and the cultural integration of a developing nation.
Changing geographic patterns, however, often cannot be explained and interpreted though maps and visualizations alone. How the coming of rail transport to fishing ports and their distant markets affected fishermen and fish merchants requires typical historical detective work, searching for evidence in textual sources such as newspapers, meetings of fishing industry members, and testimony presented to government officials. For farmers and fishermen, the cost of rail transport was, of course, a critical issue. The cost of rail conveyance, however, was not a simple function of the distance between a sending and receiving station. Shipping policies and freight rates distorted distance and proximity because rates favored long-distance shipping and in effect penalized short hauls. Rail transport of American grain from the port of Liverpool in the northwest to London in the southeast of the country was cheaper than sending it though the adjoining county (Cheshire) to the nearby city of Chester. This one example illustrates why evidence from textual sources is an essential component in the practice of spatial history. Furthermore, collections of textual documents (corpora) are typically bulky, consisting of hundreds or thousands of pages. CAQDA greatly facilitates the systematic analysis of large corpora such as the British Parliamentary Papers. The result yields insights into attitudes and experiences of fishermen within DOI 10.2478/host-2018-0005 the cartographic framework of historical GIS. 3 In spatial analysis there are differing scales of geographic resolution to consider for the activities under study. In agriculture, for example, the production of wheat can be investigated at local, regional, national, and international/global levels of activity-in so far as the available information permits. In the case of Great Britain from 1840 to 1914, there is evidence on the production of wheat and milk at the level of the parish (local), the county (region), England and Wales (nation) and world markets (international). Within this hierarchy of scales, interconnections among them can produce effects from top-down and from bottom-up as a change in one spatial unit/ level prompts changes in others. 4 In the case of wheat, the transport revolution on land and sea served to newly connect the fortunes of wheat farmers in Kansas (USA), for example, and their counterparts in Wiltshire County, England. As the growing surpluses from Kansas were shipped to Britain, wheat prices fell in Wiltshire and all other wheat producing regions of England. In addition to steamships and telegraphy, the expansion of railways in the United States and Great Britain was a driver of these inter-related changes. As for the historiographical context of this article, a few remarks will suffice. Spatial history, as Richard White argues, differs from the "linguistic turn," "the cultural turn," or "the spatial turn" because it promises no dramatic transformation in the ways of doing history. 5 It is collaborative by encouraging or requiring work among programmers, geographers, historians, and the like; it is also collaborative by regenerating the blending of geography and geographical thinking with history. 6 As practiced in this article, it differs from versions of digital or spatial humanities concerned with discourse on "spatial ontologies" and symbolic spatial representation.
This article also stands apart from the practice of defining "spaces" as sites of gendered or produced hierarchies, notions that sometime lead to reifications.
7 Characteristically, spatial historians use a variety of visualizations as means of discovery and interpretation.
Perhaps most importantly spatial historians use new computational methods such as GIS and graphic visualizations in an effort to ask new questions, reexamine historical problems, and discover new understandings. (2000), distributed by the United States Geological Service. The elevation profile was produced using the elevation data and the rail lines in ESRI's ArcGIS. DOI 10.2478 DOI 10. /host-2018 In the decades that followed technological advances-more powerful locomotives, steel rails (as opposed to iron), more effective braking systems-facilitated the extension of railways into the countryside and areas of more rugged terrain such as central and northern Wales and the uplands of northern England. The increasing demand for rail services as well as competition among Britain's private rail companies for customers drove expansion farther. 
Railways and Sea Fisheries
The Government's recognition that food from the sea was vital to national well-being was repeatedly voiced through a series of Parliamentary enquiries that began in 1863
with the Royal Commission on Sea Fisheries. 11 To Thomas Huxley (President) and three other commissioners, the charge was "to inquire into the Sea Fisheries of Our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, with the view of increasing the supply of a favourite and nutritious article of food for the benefit of the Public (...)"
12 In taking up their responsibilities the commissioners went so far as to claim that the food "of the sea around our coasts bears a far higher proportion to that the land (...).
[the] most frequented fishing grounds are much more prolific of food than the same extent of the richest land." 13 The harvesting of more and more fish from the sea, thought the commissioners, was of great national importance.
Requiring two years to complete (1863-65), the commission visited 127 ports: 23 in Ireland, 21 in Scotland and 83 in England and Wales. In each port the basic question put to each witness was "Whether the supply of fish from sea fisheries is increasing, stationary, or diminishing?"
14 Not surprisingly, the responses by the fishermen varied by experience and by sea port. Overall, however, reports of abundance and of decline in fish stocks were more or less equal across the map. Some fisherman reported more abundant fish in recent years; others, diminished catches.
Another question routinely asked concerned access to rail transportation. By the 1860s, rail accessibility had expanded greatly (see Figure 2) . Although some ports still lacked a rail connection, most of them were more or less well served. Indeed, as early as the 1840s, the major ports of Great Grimsby, Hull, and Yarmouth shipped a growing quantity of fresh fish both to London and to the major manufacturing cities of Leeds, Manchester, and Birmingham (see Figure 3) . Sources: The same sources as for Figure 5 . In 1860s and 1870s the expansion of railways into rural England and Wales connected farmers with distant markets, stimulating production and increasing profits of cereal farmers in particular. That prosperity did not last. Beginning in the late 1870s a vast flow of American wheat and meat into British (and European) markets intensified domestic competition and depressed prices. Whereas in France and Germany, tariffs were introduced in the 1880s to support farm incomes against foreign competition, in
Britain the government held firmly to its policy of free trade. Hence, British wheat and livestock farmers suffered through the long Agrarian Depression (1876-1896). 21 With little hope of reversing free trade, English and Welsh farmers pressed the government to reduce rail freight charges. As landlords and tenants entered the depression era, wheat fields shrank year by year (Table 2 .), and the search for profitable agricultural alternatives led to the conversion of arable land to pasture for livestock. Similarly, the shift to fruit and vegetable production as well as acreage devoted to market gardening increased. For farmers in suitable regions, the shift from plow to pasture and dairy farming proved a viable response to the agrarian crisis. In agriculture, railways proved a doubleedged sword. The same railways that distributed cheap American wheat and meat and depressed prices also prepared the way for a boom in a trade insulated from foreign competition: fresh milk. At mid-century the "milk sheds" of London were concentrated 21 For accounts of the Agrarian Depression, see E. J. T. Collins, ed., The Agrarian History of England and Wales. Volume VII 1850 -1914 , (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2000 ; N. Koning, (1994) . The Failure of Agrarian Capitalism: Agrarian Politics in the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and the USA, 1846 -1919 (London: Routledge, 1994 and Richard Perren, Agriculture in depression, 1870 -1940 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1994 in the peripheries of the capital, close enough so that horse or hand carting could supply city markets. But as railways extended into the countryside, that cozy geography was upended as the capital's milk sheds, in effect, moved to rural Dorset, Wiltshire, Derbyshire, and as far north as Yorkshire. So long as rail transport was available and reasonably priced, the cost of producing and sending fresh milk in the countryside was substantially less than the cost of production in London. 22 As Figures 6 and 7 indicate, railway expansion improved the accessibility of railway stations and rail transport for farmers in rural communities with lower population densities. By the 1880s, dairy farmers in Dorset and Wiltshire, for example, could send milk by rail to London at lower prices than their urban competitors and still earn a good profit. Rail transit, by shrinking geographic space and distance, eliminated the advantage of proximity to London and other major cities.
To study the shift from plow to pasture and dairy farming let us turn to Wiltshire county as a good example of the broader pattern of agrarian change. Located in the west of England, the county was a region of mixed farming with considerable acreage in wheat before the agrarian depression. As for rail service, the first rural lines and stations opened in the late 1850s and 1860s. And by the 1880s new lines increased accessibility from any given parish to a rail station. Proximity to a station, of course, was only one aspect of convenient shipping and passenger travel. Poor station facilities, high shipping rates, infrequent trains, delays, inefficient connections from branch to trunk lines-all could add cost and aggravation for rail customers in rural areas. In the case of milk, delays meant spoilage. That said, the accessibility of rural rail service had improved substantially since the late 1860s.
This accessibility permitted the shipment of fresh milk from Wiltshire dairy farms to London, Leeds, Manchester, and other cities. By 1891, in the second decade of the agricultural depression, the shift from wheat cultivation to dairy farming was pronounced. Not surprisingly, dairy farming thrived in areas where rail stations were near. Dairy farmers so favored readily sent their milk to major markets in Birmingham, London, and elsewhere. Just as rapid rail transport was indispensable in the fresh fish trade, so it was in the fresh milk trade, too. 
Conclusion: Railways and Multi-Dimensional Change
Thus, were some of the effects of the transport revolution on sea fishing and agriculture in Britain during the second half of the nineteenth century. Lest we omit the role of steam ships, ocean freight, and telegraphy at the global level of change, we need to recall John Clay's remarks about the wonders of the American wheat trade. The American acreage in wheat was enormous, the American railway system was vast, and towering grain elevators in Chicago sorted wheat into reliable, graded qualities more efficiently than any of other country. 23 Thanks to commodity markets and telegraphy, the daily U.S. prices of wheat by type and quality were transmitted to buyers in Britain via newspaper reports in Liverpool and London (Figure 10 ). From Chicago wheat was sent first by rail to New York city and then by steamship to Liverpool. It arrived there at a price lower than the price British wheat farmers needed to stay in business. 24 English railways then brought the cheaper wheat to the inland markets.
These were the interconnecting activities and infrastructures at the global scale of resolution. They are the necessary background for stories recounted here at the national, regional, and local scales in Great Britain. With sea fishing and the trade in fresh fish we move into the local scale through the testimony of fishermen at different ports.
In non-perishable foodstuffs such as wheat there were interconnections of change at the global and regional scales. Bountiful wheat harvests in Nebraska, U.S.A., seriously affected Norfolk county's wheat growers because depressed prices undermined their livelihoods. Preserved fish from Newfoundland, when imported, could undermine the price of cured fish produced in England. The connecting links were components of transport infrastructure: steam ships and railways. Telegraphic communication made commercial decisions across huge spaces a daily or hourly possibility and practice.
Perishable commodities, on the other hand, were objects of domestic trade, which before the advent of combustion-engine alternative, were fully dependent upon rail transport. As fishermen suggested, railways opened opportunities to reach more profitable markets than London, just as high carriage rates could block or diminish opportunities. More broadly, railways together with steam-powered trawlers came to undermine the ecological foundations of sea fishing and fish reproduction. In the Special Committee on Fisheries of 1893 some witnesses spoke with concern about overfishing and diminishing returns in the form of smaller and inferior qualities of landed fish. 25 In sum, railways were multi-dimensional agents of change in human and physical environments. 25 The Select Commission on Sea Fisheries of 1893 [BPP] heard testimony from 60 witnesses, the majority of whom expressed concerns about the decline in the quality and number of fish being taken and of certain fishing banks being overfished. The Commission's report gave official recognition to the term "overfishing" and to the depletion of sole, flounder, and other flat fish.
